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Abstract
Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) are highly vulnerable to insider jamming attacks. Several approaches to detect insider jammers in MANET have been proposed. However, once the insider
jammer is detected and removed from the network, it is possible for the insider jammer to leverage the knowledge of insider information to launch a future attack. In this paper, we focus on
collaborative smart jamming attacks, where the attackers who have been detected as insider
jammers in a MANET, return to attack the MANET based on the knowledge learned. The MANET
uses a reputation-based coalition game to detect insider jammers. In the collaborative smart jamming attack, two or more smart jammers will form a coalition to attack the coalitions in the MANET. The smart jammers were detected and then excluded from their initial coalition, they then
regrouped to start their own coalition and share previously gained knowledge about legitimate
nodes in their erstwhile coalition with the aim of achieving a highly coordinated successful jamming attack on the legitimate coalition. The success of the attack largely depends on the insider
jammer’s collective knowledge about the MANET. We present a technique to appropriately represent knowledge gathered by insider jammers which would lead to a successful attack. Simulation
results in NS2 depict that coalition of jammers can leverage past knowledge to successfully attack
MANET.
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1. Introduction
In recent times, techniques to defend against threats in Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) have received lots of
attention. Insider threats in MANET have gained lots of traction. Insider nodes in MANET are hard to detect
due to the unpredictability associated with their malicious intentions. For example, the insider nodes typically
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depend on accumulating knowledge about network topology and transmission rates in MANET to gain operational insight prior to launching an attack. Armed with detailed knowledge of network topology, routing patterns,
identification of critical nodes, the insider threats selectively target critical network functions. The attack on
critical network functions will impair the ability of legitimate nodes to communicate securely.
In a prior effort, we have proposed a reputation-based coalition game to detect insider threats in MANET [1];
in our approach, we proposed the formation of a grand coalition which will detect insider threats based on stored
transmission rate and reputation for each node in the coalition. However, after an insider node is detected and
removed from the coalition, it is possible for a group of insider nodes to collaborate and form an attack coalition
and attempt to attack the original grand coalition. If an attacker node is successful in joining the attacker coalition, it improves the probability of successful cooperative jamming attack on the legitimate nodes’ grand coalition.
Several types of collaborative/cooperative attacks on MANETs have been studied in literature [2]-[7]. The
most common collaborative insider attacks include blackhole, wormhole and Sybil attacks. Blackhole attacks
occur when a malicious node announces itself as having the best route to nodes whose packet it seeks to obstruct
[8]. Once such a node locates itself between communicating nodes, it has the ability to alter the packets passing
between them. Wormhole attacks occur when a malicious node receives packets and then sends that packet to
another malicious node in the network [9]. Wormhole attacks involve the collaboration of two or more malicious
nodes in the network. Sybil attacks occur when a malicious node generates additional nodes with fake identities.
The ability of the attacker to act as different identities breaches the defense mechanism of the network. The collaborative attacks studied previously required that the nodes remain in the network while they carry out their attack, our work presents a new type of attack which is launched by a coalition of disgruntled node that has been
excluded from the original coalition.
In this paper, we present an attack technique which involves a collaborative attack by a coalition of disgruntled nodes on a legitimate coalition in a MANET. In the rest of the paper, disgruntled nodes referred to the set of
insider nodes which were detected and moved out of the grand coalition in the MANET. The disgruntled nodes
form an attack coalition with the intent to join the grand coalition and launch cooperative jamming attacks on
the MANET. The success of the attack depends on the accurate knowledge of the network topology and transmission rates.

2. Related Work
There have been several efforts on protecting MANETs against collaborative attacks. Gong et al. [10] discussed
the security problem of cooperative immunization against collaborative attacks such as Blackhole attacks and
wormhole attacks in MANETs such as worldwide interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) networks.
They proposed a tri-tier cooperative immune model to detect and eliminate collaborative attacks in MANETs.
Their work focuses majorly on attacks perpetrated by nodes that are a part of the network. They differ from our
work in the sense that they do not consider the attackers as former insiders but the attackers still partake in the
network activities.
Wang et al. [11], obtained spectrum availability rates analytically, in particular, they considered that the jammers collaboratively apply sweeping attack to jam the channels at the base station side and the user side. They
also proposed a collaborative defense strategy where users form tiers to exploit the temporal and spatial diversity to avoid jamming [11]. They have implemented their work only in cognitive radio networks and there is no
certainty that their result could be achieved in a mobile ad-hoc network like ours.
Viet et al. [12] also addressed the problem of collaborative insider attacks, where two or more insiders work
together work together to compromise critical data in information systems. They discuss the relations among
system components which can be exploited by insiders, they focus on detecting malicious information flow
through bridge data items [12]. They have only been able to show an attack launched by insiders who still have
access to the network, there is no indication of excluding such attackers from the system and consequently preventing them from re-entering the system. Our approach differs in that we model excluded insider jammers who
collaborate in order to disrupt network activities in the previous coalition they belong to.

3. System Model
Our system model consists of the legitimate grand coalition and attacker coalition (Table 1, Figure 1). The legitimate
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Table 1. A summary of notations.
Symbol

Definition

R

Transmission rates

jN

Number of smart jammers

C

Nodes in the rival coalition

Cj

A node, j, in the rival coalition

S

Nodes in the legitimate coalition

Kt ( C j )

Knowledge gained by rival coalition nodes

Pji

Probability of knowledge gained from node i by node j

xtCj

Payoff for nodes in the rival coalition

O

Observations

T

Total time attacker spend in the legitimate coalition

Ej

Experience of a given node

Aj

Node knowledge accuracy

Ov

Overlapping rates

Ovj

Overlapping rates for node j

Uov

Updated overlapping rate

Uovj

Updated overlapping rate for node j

Figure 1. Collaborative attack system model.

grand coalition is designed to detect insider nodes in a MANET. However, the legitimate coalition can also be
an attack surface which can be potentially targeted by insider nodes which have been detected and excluded.
The attacker coalition consists of excluded insider nodes, where jN is number of smart jammers and
jN = [ j1 , j2 , , jn ] . Each of the excluded jammer maintains a knowledge table called jammer knowledge table.
This table keeps an updated record of the knowledge gained by the smart jammers in their previous coalition.
The jammers would share this knowledge with other jammer in their new coalition. The knowledge table also
consist the transmission rates gain by the attacker node during time, R, (where R = [ R1 , R2 , , Rn ] rates).
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3.1. Legitimate Grand Coalition Model

Nodes in the legitimate coalition rely heavily on a stored transmission rate table according to [13] and a reputation table for each individual node in the coalition. This mechanism will depend on storing these two tables in
each node to define the internal attacker, which was an erstwhile legitimate node. The nodes will form as table
grand coalition in order to make a strategic security defense decision, maintain the grand coalition by building
and updating a reputation table according to the transmission rate table in all nodes and then exclude any malicious node that has a reputation value below the threshold value. Each node will have a reputation table for all
neighboring nodes. Our previous effort in [1] explains more about the legitimate grand coalition model.

3.2. Attacker Model
3.2.1. Attack Surface
As stated in the beginning of the system model, the attack surface is the legitimate coalition which consists of
any number of nodes. The nodes could range from a legitimate node to an insider jammer node that has not been
identified. From our previous work, the insider jammers are excluded in a consecutive manner. The nodes left in
the legitimate coalition after the exclusion of the jammers would be the attack surface. The legitimate coalition
change their communication mechanism after a jammer node has been excluded by hopping between the transmission rates.
3.2.2. Attackers’ Coalition Formation
Throughout this paper, we refer to the attacker’s coalition as rival coalition. The main goal of forming a rival
coalition is to ensure that the excluded nodes focus on a more assured jamming success rather than just jamming
blindly or randomly. When the first node was excluded, some changes were made by the coalition about the
channel of communication, this information is unknown to the first node, but the information can be provided by
the second excluded node. This information helps in identifying the pattern of transmission rate hopping used
after a malicious node has been excluded.
The attackers share the knowledge they gathered in the legitimate coalition. Based on the knowledge gathered,
the attackers form a rival coalition with similar pattern of the coalition formation of the legitimate coalition. This
rival coalition has more chances of achieving their goal of a successful jamming attack with lesser effort.
Any node that seeks to join rival coalition should meet the criteria for admittance. The criteria for admittance
are that such a node should have the knowledge of at least ten nodes who belong to the legitimate coalition.
=
Kt ( C j )

∑ i∈S pij
S

S ≥ 10 .

(1)

From Equation (1), S can be used as a varying factor to increase the difficulty of gaining entry into the rival
coalition. If the node fails to meet this criterion, it will be denied acceptance.
The payoff of the nodes when they join the rival coalition is shown in Equation (2).
xt ( C ) =

1
( Kt ( C ) ) .
C

(2)

The coalition formation process starts when the first malicious node is excluded from the legitimate coalition.
This node becomes the first member of the rival coalition. It starts to broadcast a forming option after it has been
excluded in order to find a matching partner to begin the coalition with. The second excluded node would get
the broadcast message and would accept the forming option accompanying the broadcast message. After accepting the forming option, they form their own coalition. The coalition formation process is continued iteratively for all other excluded nodes, they all get the broadcast message once they have been excluded. The excluded nodes stand to benefit from the knowledge shared by the other excluded nodes. The excluded nodes have
the option of not joining the coalition as they could choose to launch an attack on their own, as we would see in
our results section, the jammers achieve little success in this regard when compared with the impact they would
make if they form a coalition.
In the rival coalition, nodes will share their previous knowledge table with each other in order to pick the best
transmission rate to start with. This sharing of knowledge continues even when a new node joins the rival coalition.
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Algorithm 1. Attackers Coalition formation algorithm
1: FOR T = t0 : tn
2: First excluded node j1, starts broadcasting a forming signal
3: if matching found C ≥ 2 then
4: C exist,
5:
Exchange K t ( C j ) and keep broadcasting
6: else
7:
C does not exist
8:
keep broadcasting
9: end if
10: end FOR

3.2.3. Optimization of Knowledge Gained
We form the rival coalition based on the previous knowledge gained by nodes during different times, for example j1 gained knowledge between t3-t15 and j3 gained knowledge between t11-t20, therefore, we will need to optimize the knowledge since it was collected at different times by different nodes with a time overlap between
them. The optimization strategy is that each node will create an overlapping transmission rate table, Ov (where
Ov = [Ov1 , Ov 2 , , Ovn ] ), which will contain the common rates observed by the majority of nodes, after creating
this table, another optimization is done based on the nodes’ accuracy and experience, this two factors are necessary in order to extract the most accurate information from the knowledge table to create the attackers’ knowledge table.
Experience is defined as the amount of knowledge gained by an attacker node during the time spent in the legitimate coalition. Experience is also defined by an attacker nodes understanding of the different defense mechanisms employed by the legitimate node after the exclusion of any jammer node. Such mechanism could involve the attackers understanding of how the nodes in the original coalition hop between transmission rates after
an attack.
Accuracy is defined by the testimony of the freshest node that joins the rival coalition, where such a node
confirms the defense mechanism used or the change of strategy by the legitimate coalition or new node knowledge in the legitimate coalition. The accuracy component shows that the latest node to be excluded from the
coalition would have the most updated knowledge about the network.
The testimony of both an excluded expert node and the newest entrant to the rival coalition should satisfy the
usage of those rates. If this occurs, these rates would be retained in the table otherwise, it will be discarded.
The last step in the optimization will be the rearrangement of the transmission rates according to the frequency of their usage between two nodes. If the majority of the nodes report a rate to be highly used, then it should
get the highest priority, if not its priority will be low.
We define the attacker coalition nodes experience as knowledge graph with respect to observations according
to time. Figure 2 will show this process.
We defined O as a set of observations of transmission rates R at specific time for an attacker node during its
stay in the legitimate coalition where O = o1 ( t ) , o2 ( t ) , , on ( t ) and T is the total time which the attacker node
spent in the legitimate coalition where T = 0,1, , t , by gaining different amount of observations we will have
nodes with different levels of experience. To identify the experienced node we depend on the knowledge graph
to identify a trustworthy node.

Figure 2. Knowledge graph for node’s experience.
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E j = max {Ot (T )} .

(3)

The other factor for updating the attacking table is accuracy, as explained, this factor checks if a fresh node
has a non-existent knowledge about the legitimate coalition. Algorithm 2 is used to check a node’s accuracy.
Algorithm 2. Algorithm for defining Accuracy
1: FOR T = t0 : tn
2: if jn ⊂ C then
3: if jn ∈ new K t ( C j ) then
4: jn ⊂ A , go to algorithm 3
5: else
6: jn ⊄ A
7: end if
8: end if
9: end FOR

3.2.4. Jamming Attack Strategy
We consider our smart jamming attack as a sweep jammer where jammers can sweep through the transmission
rates. The jamming strategy is explained in this section. After the nodes form the rival coalition and share their
knowledge tables, they choose which of the nodes in the legitimate coalition to attack based on the optimized
knowledge (explained in 3.2.3). We do not follow a random selection because this will consume too much power and may not result in a successful attack. After the knowledge has been shared, an overlapped transmission
rate table will be generated. The overlapped rates table contains transmission rates that are common for many
nodes in the legitimate coalition. The importance of the overlapped rates table is to optimize the transmission
rates values; consequently, overlapping rates can be eliminated based on the accuracy and experience of each of
the excluded nodes. Steps for creating the overlapped rates:
• After sharing the knowledge tables, find the overlapping transmission rates.
• Store the overlapping rates in an overlapping rate table contained in all nodes.
• If the overlapping rates are found in Ej and Aj nodes then keep it else eliminate.
• Rearrange the overlapped table according to the new outputs.
Algorithm 3. Attack Algorithm
1: FOR jN = j1 : jn
2: Create Ov where Ov ∈ R
3: if Ovj ∈ ( E j & Aj ) nodes then
4: Move Ovj to highest attacking probability
5: Create Uov table to attack
6: end if
7: end FOR
7: FOR all Uov
8: Select most probable Uovj rate to attack
9: end FOR

4. Simulation and Results
We implemented our approach using NS2 simulator. Without loss of generality, the attack surface will consist of
40 with 8 insider attacks. This simulation will show different sizes of jammers coalition (4, 5, 6, 7, 8) to show
how more nodes we have in the coalition more improvement we get in the results. Furthermore, we show the
impact of the jamming attack while the rival coalition size increases. The number of generated and successful
attacks comparing five different rival coalition sizes is also shown. There would also be a comparison between
the importance of updating the transmission rate overlap table and not updating as well. In addition, we show the
strength of our method compared with isolated attacks for multiple attackers where those nodes do not form a
coalition. Finally, we will show the time taken from each rival coalition size to perform the first successful attack.
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4.1. Jamming Impact

Figure 3 shows the jamming impact for the presented method with different rival coalition size, it can be seen
that as the rival coalition size grew, the impact increases sharply that is because the rival coalition has more information about the original coalition from different jammers in different locations inside the original coalition
which gives them more impacting power. For the rival coalition of 8 jammer nodes, the impact of jamming is
increased significantly; this shows that having more jammer nodes in the rival coalition would give a higher
jamming impact.

4.2. Number of Generated Attacks
Figure 4 shows the number of attacks carried out by different jammers coalition sizes, it can be seen that more
nodes we have in the coalition more attacks will be generated during time. The highest number of attack is generated by the 8-jammers rival coalition. This is because the jammer nodes have more resources to properly generate an attack. This generated attack is not to be confused with a successful attack, as would be seen in the next
result. A generated attack comprises of both successful and unsuccessful attacks launched by the rival coalition.
Given the same amount of time, the number of attacks generated by the 8-jammers coalition almost triples the
4-jammers coalition as shown in Figure 4. The relationship between these rival coalition size and the number of
attacks generated is not linear because as the time increases, the addition of one extra node could jerk up the
number of generated attacks in an unprecedented manner.

4.3. Number of Successful Attacks
Figure 5 shows how many successful attacks have been accomplished from the total generated attacks shown in
Figure 4. A successful attack is defined by the extent of damage done to any link between two or more legitimate

Figure 3. Jammer impact with different rival coalition sizes.

Figure 4. Comparing number of generated attacks with different
rival coalition sizes.
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nodes in the original coalition. As expected, not all the generated attack was successful, but we could see that
the 8-jammers rival coalition still has the highest successful attacks. For the 8-jammers rival coalition, the number of successful attack is about eighty-three percent of the generated attack shown in Figure 4. The other coalition size has similar performance increment.

4.4. Percentage of Accuracy
Figure 6 shows the comparison between using and not using the updated overlapping table. The updated overlapping table is used based on experience of the nodes and the testimony of the newest entrant node to the rival
coalition. When the overlapping table is not used, the accuracy of the shared information is considerably reduced. In Figure 6, the difference between the percentages of accuracy for the 8-jammer coalition is significantly greater than the difference in the accuracy of the 4-jammer coalition.

4.5. Coalition versus Non-Coalition for Excluded Nodes
Figure 7 shows the benefit of forming a rival attacker coalition method over each jammer attacking independently through information they gathered from the original coalition. We show that when the excluded nodes do
not form a coalition, their jamming accuracy is significantly different from when they do form a coalition.

4.6. Time Taken for First Successful Attack
Figure 8 shows the time taken for different jammers coalition sizes to accomplish the first successful attack, and
it can be seen that the more attackers we have, the quicker they can launch a successful attack. The first successful attack is the first successful generated attack. As the coalition size reduces it takes a longer time to ensure that the attacks generated are successful.

Figure 5. Comparing number of successful attacks with different
rival coalition sizes.

Figure 6. Accuracy percentage.
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Figure 7. Coalition approach versus isolated approach for excluded nodes.

Figure 8. Time taken from different coalition sizes to achieve the
first successful attack.

5. Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we showed that jammer nodes that were excluded from a coalition could form a rival coalition of
their own in order to attack their previous coalition. The nodes attack the legitimate coalition based on two important factors namely: accuracy and experience. The legitimate coalition becomes the attack surface for the rival coalition. An algorithm for the attack was created and we were able to show from our result the impact of the
jamming launched by the rival coalition. In addition, the number of generated attack given the use of accuracy
and experience was also shown. From our results, the percentage of successful attacks to the generated attacks
was high when compared with isolated attacks. In the future, we will like to see how this type of attack can be
mitigated by the legitimate coalition. One way by which this can be done is through the use of baits to lure the
attackers away from the rival coalition.
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